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yes, it's true, a zombie is attacking you in the game. but it's not a zombie from a horror movie. it's a real, zombie zombie. the game is set in a world which was ravaged by a zombie apocalypse. the undead were overtaken by a virus and are now living among the living. this is where the game starts. the whole game takes place in a zombie infested city. there are zombies
everywhere! you have to go to this city and find safe zombie-free areas. you have to defend yourself. you have to defend yourself from zombies. you have to kill zombies. you have to get more weapons. you have to kill more zombies. you have to stay alive. you have to.. you know, survive the zombie apocalypse. it's a pretty fun game. you have to stay alive because

zombies are coming at you from everywhere. you have to kill them. you have to defend yourself. you have to find safe zombie-free areas. you have to protect yourself from them. you have to defend yourself from them. you have to get more weapons. you have to kill more zombies. you have to survive. you have to.. you know, survive the zombie apocalypse. back in 2007,
my friends and i started playing a new game: plants vs. zombies. i have saved all of our game data, and now i have decided to share it with you. (yes, i know about the zombie game that is available on the psp, but i don't think i could play it on the psp because it is not compatible with the version of java i have on my computer.) you can download the data by clicking the

link at the bottom of this page. plants vs. zombies is a fun-filled game of action, survival and strategy. the undead have breached the security of the world's most advanced botanical research facility, and it's up to you to defend the last known source of food against the unrelenting zombie horde. use the environment to your advantage to protect the plants, hide from
zombies, and make them work for you. to succeed in the game you will need to combine strategy with action, as you work your way through the brain-poisoning levels. the undead are out to get you, so they must be killed before you succumb to their brain-zapping touch.
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